AT STEADYRACK WE PROVIDE A TOTAL
BIKE STORAGE AND PARKING SOLUTION
FOR ALMOST ANY SITUATION
A GUIDE TO PLANNING AND DESIGNING THE OPTIMUM USE OF YOUR AVAILABLE SPACE

STEADYRACK CLASSIC – WALL MOUNTED STORAGE RACK
Conventional wall mounted bike racks typically have some kind of a hook to hang your bike by the front wheel. The user has to lift their bike
with heavier commuter bikes and can lead to damage to adjacent bikes and possibly even injury to the user. The Steadyrack bike rack system
avoids these potential hazards by utilizing a pushing and pulling action as opposed to lifting vertically. The user simply wheels their bike up to
the rack then balances the bike on the back wheel and rests the front tyre on the entry point of the rack. Then push forward and the bike
will roll up and drop snugly into place in the rack using the mechanical advantage of the wheel turning to do the work for you. To remove
(See The Steadyrack Story http://www.steadyrack.com/videos / for more information)
MOUNTING HEIGHTS
ensures the least amount of rise to load the bike. Bikes come in different length’s depending on type and brand. The overall length or
wheelbase of the bikes determines the mounting heights, which is why we suggest measuring your bikes (see installation guide). We
have found through experience however that bikes fall into two main categories when determining mounting heights for commercial
applications. (1) Mountain /Hybrid/Commuter Bikes and (2) Road Bikes. Category 1 bikes tend to be longer and heavier than category 2 bikes.
As you don’t have the luxury of knowing how many of each type of bike will be parked in a commercial environment we always recommend
mounting the racks to suit the longer wheel based category 1 bikes. Also category 2 bikes are typically lightweight road bikes they are much
easier to load and unload than the heavier category 1 bikes. This also means that in most commercial situations all the racks can be mounted
at the same height, which looks much neater. (See photos and diagrams attached for mounting heights)
SPACING YOUR RACKS – MAXIMISE YOUR WALL SPACE
We recommend 500mm as an optimum spacing between the racks. This spacing will ensure you can take advantage of the pivoting feature
closer to each other by staggering the height of every alternate rack. . At spacing’s of less than 500mm centre’s the bikes handlebars and

to load or unload and avoid any risk of damage or knocking the adjacent bikes out of the racks. If not for the pivot feature of our racks this
reduced spacing would not work.
OPTIMISE YOUR FLOOR SPACE - FIXING TO WALLS AND FRAMING
attach your racks to. For existing stud walls we suggest attaching horizontal rails over the external cladding at the recommended mounting

of the rack and overlap the bikes in the rows. Bikes can be loaded and unloaded at any angle so there is no need to position your bikes at 90
degrees to the wall or framing when using the racks.
STEADYRACK FLOOR RACK – FLOOR MOUNTED STORAGE RACKS
Almost all commercial parking situations have users with oversize or heavy bikes like electric bikes or bikes with fenders so we recommend

will be stable and secure when mounted. Avoiding problems like bikes falling down or scratching bike frames on rails. The design also allows
you to angle the racks and stagger them, which will ensure more bikes in a smaller space.
DESIGN SERVICE
There are many possible solutions to your bike storage and parking needs using our system and we would be happy to provide input and
advice into the design and layout of your parking space. Contact your local distributor for more information about our design service.

steadyrack.com

